Characteristics of focal liver lesions in arterial phase on contrast-enhanced ultrasound and contrast--enhanced computed tomography - comparative study.
To compare the features of focal liver lesions in the arterial phase on contrast-enhanced ultrasonography (CEUS) and contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT). A total of 38 lesions in 29 patients with focal liver lesions (FLL) were examined with CEUS and CECT. The characteristics of the enhancement were determined, especially in the early arterial phase (0~25 s). The enhancement of FLL in CEUS and CECT graded as follows: grade 0 - no enhancement; grade I - peripheral enhancement or spotty enhancement at the center; grade II - spoke-like, honeycomb-like or heterogeneous enhancement; grade II - entire enhancement. On CEUS, the arriving time within 25 s was found in 36 out of 38 lesions (94.73%) and the peak time within 25 s in 29 lesions (76.32%). The number of grade II-III FLL was 25 (65.79%) on CEUS, and 13 (34.21%) on CECT showing a significant difference (p < 0.05). Compared with CECT, CEUS plays an important role in the diagnosis of FLL with enhancement in the early arterial phase (< 25 s).